1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher?

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness of your TA outside of the classroom?

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the effectiveness of the TA?
### Profile

**Subunit:** MATH  
**Name of the instructor:** A.A. AZZAM  
**Name of the course:** 16W: MATH 61 DIS 1D: DISCRETE STRUCTURES  

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. **UCLA Department of Mathematics:**

| Question                                                                 | Failing | | | | | | | | | Excellent | Count | Average |
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|---------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---------|--------|----------|
| 1. How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher?                   |         | | | | | | | | |                          | 29     | 8.24     |
| 2. How would you rate the availability and helpfulness of your TA outside of the classroom? |         | | | | | | | | |                          | 28     | 8.11     |
| 3. What is your rating of this course independent of the effectiveness of the TA? |         | | | | | | | | |                          | 29     | 7.14     |
2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the educational process. These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading, textbook, etc.

- Adam is a very effective TA, and explains concepts very well. Would recommend to future students.

- Adam is an amazing TA who is always willing to help his students. He frequently holds extra office hours especially during midterm and final season and he is a super approachable and friendly person. He knows the material well and he can explain things in a manner that his students understand. He is also incredibly enthusiastic, which is always encouraging!

- Amazing TA! He would give us so many opportunities outside of class to reach out to him for help. He would host office hours on sundays before exams so that we could ask questions. He was also very good at explaining things clearly during discussion section, so that we would understand everything clearly. He would encourage questions and answer them to the best of his ability.

- Appreciated the extra effort taken to type up examples and explanations of difficult concepts/homework problems.

- Discussions were very helpful and clear. Made a good amount of time for students to ask questions. Funny, very down-to-earth person. Definitely tried to get students to understand concepts.

- Good TA.

- Great TA - super helpful and available. Came to campus on weekends to hold extra office hours before midterms. Always went over helpful problems in class, including difficult homework problems. Excellent TA for this course!

- He is a good TA. Interesting and effective.

- Really liked Adam, he went over things at a good pace and was always approachable.

- Taught concepts well, used great examples and was always helpful and willing to answer questions.